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 Since nearly the beginning of the wide spread adoption of the automobile, 
motorized traffic data collection has occurred so that decision makers have information to 
plan the transportation system. Widespread motorized traffic data collection has allowed 
for estimating traffic volumes using developed extrapolation methods whereby short-term 
counts in sample locations can be expanded to longer periods. As states and local 
planning agencies make investments in bicycle infrastructure and count programs 
develop, similar extrapolation methods will be needed. The only available guidance on 
extrapolating bicycle counts comes from the National Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Documentation Project (NBPDP), yet no validation of these factors have been done to 
assess their usability in specific areas. Using bicycle traffic count data from the Central 
Lane Metropolitan Planning Organization Count Program in Oregon, this research 
demonstrates that using study area data to generate time-of-day factors. Factors are 
generated in two separate ways in order to reduce error from estimating daily bicycle 
volumes. Factors groups are developed using bicycle facility type where counts are 
collected. This research also seeks to add to the literature concerning bicycle travel 
patterns by using study area data to establish a university travel pattern exemplified by a 
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Davis California 65,740 22% 
Boulder Colorado 97,585 10% 
Eugene Oregon 156,299 8% 
Berkeley California 112,824 8% 
Cambridge Massachusetts 105,337 7% 



















































Miles In CLMPO 
network Description  
Bike Lanes 121 
Bike Lanes are marked space along a length of 
roadway designated for use by bicyclists. 
Wheelchair users and some 
motorized scooters are allowed in bike lanes. 
Bike 
Boulevard 7.6 
Low-volume and low-speed streets that have 
been optimized for bicycle travel. Bicycle 
Boulevard treatments can be applied at several 
different intensities. The City will determine the 
exact treatments needed for each corridor during 
project design, but it is assumed that all Bicycle 
Boulevards in Eugene will at a minimum have 
way finding signs, pavement markings, traffic 
calming (if needed to keep vehicle speeds low), 




Path  63 
Multi-use regional paths are paved paths 
separate from the roadway network that are 
designed for both 
walking and bicycling. Where space allows and if 
sufficient additional maintenance funding can be 
dedicated, an additional 
unpaved path may be provided alongside the 
paved path. 
No Facility  - 
A roadway that does not have any formal or 





































































































































































































































































































24-Hour Counts by Day of Week 








































12th West High 365 466 393 
15th East Agate 321 1021 814 
15th West Alder 462 974 579 
Alder South 18th 1215 1862 1085 
13th West Alder 1298 2602 1631 
18th West Alder 348 646 248 
Agate South Franklin 531 576 337 
Onyx North Franklin 662 1121 707 
DeFazio South River East 
Bridge 713 566 230 
Frohnmayer South River 1142 1691 637 










(Inches) 0.21 4.01 5.16 
Mean 
Temperature 























































































Time-of-Day Factor Comparison 
Data set 
AM Peak 







NHTS 0.11 0.20 9443 
OHAS 
Oregon 0.20 0.20 3564 
Eugene 0.21 0.19 666 
Springfield 0.06 0.14 42 
Portland 0.21 0.21 1151 
Bend 0.19 0.21 226 
Study Area Counts 
- Scenario 1 
Path 0.11 0.21 NA 
Lane 0.13 0.16 NA 
Blvd 0.13 0.18 NA 
No Facility 0.13 0.17 NA 
Study Area Counts 
- Scenario 2 
Path - Rec 0.15 0.25 NA 
Path - Commute 0.13 0.21 NA 
Lane 0.15 0.17 NA 
Blvd 0.15 0.19 NA 
No Facility 0.13 0.19 NA 







































































HighSouth4th 0.126 0.15 0.15 0.012 FALSE 
12thEastLincoln 0.119 0.162 0.162 0.014 TRUE 
15thEastAgate 0.127 0.146 0.146 0.014 TRUE 
18thWestAlder 0.107 0.153 0.153 0.014 TRUE 
13thWestAlder 0.137 0.132 0.132 0.015 TRUE 
15thWestAlder 0.139 0.174 0.174 0.016 TRUE 
16thWestAlder 0.11 0.144 0.144 0.016 TRUE 
12thEastLawrence 0.153 0.158 0.158 0.017 TRUE 
AgateSouthFranklin 0.148 0.188 0.188 0.017 TRUE 
AlderSouthFranklin 0.184 0.155 0.155 0.017 TRUE 
OnyxNorthFranklin 0.153 0.186 0.186 0.017 TRUE 
PearlSouth19th 0.093 0.176 0.176 0.017 TRUE 
24thEastFilmore 0.163 0.156 0.156 0.018 FALSE 
FrohnmayerSouthRiver 0.132 0.202 0.202 0.018 TRUE 
FirEastRiverRd 0.094 0.188 0.188 0.019 FALSE 
UniversitySouth18th 0.096 0.19 0.19 0.019 TRUE 
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge 0.132 0.201 0.201 0.02 FALSE 
HighNorth13th 0.206 0.127 0.127 0.02 TRUE 
PolkNorth24th 0.168 0.145 0.145 0.02 FALSE 
MonroeSouth8th 0.114 0.194 0.194 0.021 FALSE 
WillametteNorth15th 0.059 0.153 0.153 0.021 FALSE 
FernRidgeWestChambers 0.137 0.201 0.201 0.022 FALSE 
24thWestAdams 0.142 0.172 0.172 0.023 FALSE 




11thWestAlder 0.085 0.207 0.207 0.025 TRUE 
12thWestHigh 0.089 0.215 0.215 0.025 TRUE 
GWestMohawk 0.126 0.118 0.118 0.025 FALSE 
AlderNorth27th 0.17 0.188 0.188 0.026 FALSE 
FriendlySouth18th 0.16 0.214 0.214 0.026 FALSE 
HarlowEastI5 0.14 0.162 0.162 0.026 FALSE 
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge 0.156 0.204 0.204 0.026 FALSE 
15thWestJefferson 0.111 0.228 0.228 0.027 FALSE 
32ndSouthOregon 0.144 0.192 0.192 0.027 FALSE 
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr 0.126 0.224 0.224 0.027 FALSE 
AmazonPathNorth24th 0.196 0.195 0.195 0.029 FALSE 
GatewayStreetEastI5 0.108 0.097 0.097 0.029 FALSE 
RichardsonBridge 0.169 0.242 0.242 0.029 FALSE 
NorthbankEastKnickerbocker 0.103 0.233 0.233 0.03 FALSE 
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy 0.072 0.215 0.215 0.03 FALSE 
DEastPioneerPkwyPath 0.128 0.242 0.242 0.031 FALSE 
HarrisSouth18th 0.091 0.182 0.182 0.032 FALSE 
AgateSouth18th 0.1 0.23 0.23 0.034 TRUE 
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy 0.128 0.168 0.168 0.034 FALSE 
UniversityNorth24th 0.105 0.194 0.194 0.035 TRUE 
42ndNorthCommercial 0.105 0.186 0.186 0.036 FALSE 
FernRidgeEastDanebo 0.177 0.27 0.27 0.036 FALSE 
NorthbankSouthOwossoBr 0.105 0.267 0.267 0.037 FALSE 
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy 0.192 0.256 0.256 0.038 FALSE 
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr 0.102 0.283 0.283 0.038 FALSE 
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 0.186 0.254 0.254 0.039 FALSE 
PioneerPkwySouthQ 0.088 0.198 0.198 0.039 FALSE 
ThurstonEast58th 0.226 0.14 0.14 0.04 FALSE 
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture 0.126 0.273 0.273 0.041 FALSE 
EWEBPathEast5th 0.197 0.184 0.184 0.041 FALSE 
37 
   






















































































TRUE 9-21% 13-23% 























































Sum of short 
term counts 
for Am Peak = 
58





58 ÷ .14 = 
Sum of short 
term counts for 
Am Peak = 
411
Actual 24-











































Time-of-Day Factor Comparison 
Data set 




Study Area Counts - 
Scenario 1 
Average 0.13 0.18 
Path 0.11 0.21 
Lane 0.13 0.16 
Blvd 0.13 0.18 














DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge 650 685 5 
11thWestAlder 180 209 72 
12thEastLincoln 513 492 28 
12thWestHigh 372 344 12 
13thWestAlder 1392 1335 21 
15thEastAgate 340 327 24 
15thWestAlder 469 477 26 
16thWestAlder 167 140 70 
18thWestAlder 352 349 46 
24thEastFilmore 93 101 88 
24thWestAdams 117 129 89 
AgateSouth18th  545 559 25 
AgateSouthFranklin 572 530 23 
AlderSouth18th 1227 1130 20 
AlderSouthFranklin 345 299 27 
FrohnmayerSouthRiver 1094 1084 6 
HarrisSouth18th 121 NA 73 
OnyxNorthFranklin 702 658 22 
PolkNorth24th 105 88 90 











Location Thursday Tuesday Location Id 
15thWestJefferson NA 798 29 
32ndSouthOregon 878 NA 36 
AlderNorth27th 702 NA 18 
AmazonPathNorth24th 1023 NA 8 
DEastPioneerPkwyPath 75 NA 38 
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge 566 NA 5 
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture 207 NA 31 
EastbankSouthOwossoBr 488 NA 59 
EWEBPathEast5th NA 76 34 
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy NA 47 33 
FernRidgeEastDanebo NA 178 9 
FirEastRiverRd 319 NA 19 
FriendlySouth18th NA 217 14 
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 95 NA 40 
GatewayStreetEastI5 42 NA 44 
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy 149 NA 1 
GWestMohawk NA 112 35 
HarlowEastI5 55 NA 41 
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge NA 372 10 
HighNorth13th NA 299 30 
HighSouth4th 718 NA 48 
MonroeSouth8th 478 NA 11 
NorthbankEastKnickerbocker 596 NA 97 
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr NA 509 3 
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy 338 NA 16 
PearlSouth19th 119 NA 17 
PioneerPkwySouthQ NA 190 39 
RichardsonBridge NA 427 50 
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr NA 1098 4 
ThurstonEast58th 44 NA 37 
UniversityNorth24th 220 NA 15 



























































































































































GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy 149 148 99% 1% Lane 
Major 
Collector 1
UniversityNorth24th 220 215 98% 2% NoFacility Local 15
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge 566 591 104% 4% Path Path 5
GWestMohawk 112 108 96% 4% NoFacility
Major 
Collector 35
HighSouth4th 718 762 106% 6% NoFacility
Major 
Collector 48
NorthbankEastKnickerbocker 596 555 93% 7% Path Path 97
GatewayStreetEastI5 42 39 93% 7% Lane Minor Arterial 44
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr 1098 1009 92% 8% Path Path 4
DEastPioneerPkwyPath 75 69 92% 8% NoFacility Local 38
15thWestJefferson 798 867 109% 9% Blvd Local 29
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture 207 227 110% 10% Path Path 31
HarlowEastI5 55 62 113% 13% Lane Minor Arterial 41
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr 509 418 82% 18% Path Path 3
MonroeSouth8th 478 375 78% 22% Blvd 
Major 
Collector 11
FriendlySouth18th 217 266 123% 23% Blvd 
Major 
Collector 14
PioneerPkwySouthQ 190 136 72% 28% Path Path 39
PearlSouth19th 119 86 72% 28% Lane 
Major 
Collector 17
FirEastRiverRd 319 231 72% 28% NoFacility Local 19
EastbankSouthOwossoBr 488 336 69% 31% Path Path 2
FernRidgeEastDanebo 178 236 133% 33% Path Path 9




AlderNorth27th 702 961 137% 37% Blvd Local 18
WillametteNorth15th 330 203 62% 38% Lane Minor Arterial 13
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge 372 518 139% 39% Path Path 10
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy 338 191 57% 43% Path Path 16
32ndSouthOregon 878 445 51% 49% Lane Minor Arterial 36
AmazonPathNorth24th 1023 1782 174% 74% Path Path 8
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy 47 82 174% 74% Path Path 33
HighNorth13th 299 523 175% 75% Lane Minor Arterial 30
EWEBPathEast5th 76 136 179% 79% Path Path 34
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 95 200 211% 111% Path Path 40
























MonroeSouth8th 478 484 101% 1% Blvd 
Major 
Collector 11
HighSouth4th 718 713 99% 1% NoFacility
Major 
Collector 48
AmazonPathNorth24th 1023 1043 102% 2% Path Path 8
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy 149 154 103% 3% Lane <NA> 1
WillametteNorth15th 330 321 97% 3% Lane Minor Arterial 13
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge 566 595 105% 5% Path Path 5
PioneerPkwySouthQ 190 176 93% 7% Path Path 39
HighNorth13th 299 278 93% 7% Lane Minor Arterial 30
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge 372 405 109% 9% Path Path 10
PearlSouth19th 119 130 109% 9% Lane 
Major 
Collector 17
NorthbankEastKnickerbocker 596 662 111% 11% Path Path 97
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy 338 376 111% 11% Path Path 16
HarlowEastI5 55 49 89% 11% Lane Minor Arterial 41
EWEBPathEast5th 76 67 88% 12% Path Path 34
FirEastRiverRd 319 356 112% 12% NoFacility Local 19
RichardsonBridge 427 481 113% 13% Path Path 32
FernRidgeEastDanebo 178 205 115% 15% Path Path 9
GWestMohawk 112 95 85% 15% NoFacility
Major 
Collector 35
AlderNorth27th 702 813 116% 16% Blvd Local 18
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy 47 57 121% 21% Path Path 33
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr 1098 1348 123% 23% Path Path 4




15thWestJefferson 798 1022 128% 28% Blvd Local 29
FriendlySouth18th 217 280 129% 29% Blvd 
Major 
Collector 14
ThurstonEast58th 44 31 70% 30% Lane Minor Arterial 37
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 95 129 136% 36% Path Path 40
EastbankSouthOwossoBr 488 676 139% 39% Path Path 2
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr 509 729 143% 43% Path Path 3
DEastPioneerPkwyPath 75 113 151% 51% NoFacility Local 38
32ndSouthOregon 878 1333 152% 52% Lane Minor Arterial 36
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture 207 329 159% 59% Path Path 31

























FirEastRiverRd 319 315 99% 1% NoFacility Local 19
PearlSouth19th 119 116 97% 3% Lane 
Major 
Collector 17
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr 509 483 95% 5% Path Path 3
MonroeSouth8th 478 504 105% 5% Blvd 
Major 
Collector 11
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr 1098 1166 106% 6% Path Path 4
NorthbankEastKnickerbocker 596 640 107% 7% Path Path 97
PioneerPkwySouthQ 190 158 83% 17% Path Path 39
WillametteNorth15th 330 273 83% 17% Lane Minor Arterial 13
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge 566 682 120% 20% Path Path 5
EastbankSouthOwossoBr 488 388 80% 20% Path Path 2
GatewayStreetEastI5 42 52 124% 24% Lane Minor Arterial 44
DEastPioneerPkwyPath 75 94 125% 25% NoFacility Local 38
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture 207 262 127% 27% Path Path 31
GWestMohawk 112 147 131% 31% NoFacility
Major 
Collector 35
32ndSouthOregon 878 598 68% 32% Lane Minor Arterial 36
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy 149 200 134% 34% Lane <NA> 1
UniversityNorth24th 220 294 134% 34% NoFacility Local 15
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy 338 220 65% 35% Path Path 16
HighSouth4th 718 1040 145% 45% NoFacility
Major 
Collector 48
15thWestJefferson 798 1166 146% 46% Blvd Local 29
FernRidgeEastDanebo 178 273 153% 53% Path Path 9




RichardsonBridge 427 672 157% 57% Path Path 32
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge 372 598 161% 61% Path Path 10
FriendlySouth18th 217 357 165% 65% Blvd 
Major 
Collector 14
AlderNorth27th 702 1292 184% 84% Blvd Local 18
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy 47 94 200% 100% Path Path 33
AmazonPathNorth24th 1023 2058 201% 101% Path Path 8
EWEBPathEast5th 76 158 208% 108% Path Path 34
HighNorth13th 299 704 235% 135% Lane Minor Arterial 30
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 95 231 243% 143% Path Path 40
























GWestMohawk 112 112 100% 0% NoFacility
Major 
Collector 35
HarlowEastI5 55 56 102% 2% Lane Minor Arterial 41
HighNorth13th 299 315 105% 5% Lane Minor Arterial 30
WillametteNorth15th 330 364 110% 10% Lane Minor Arterial 13
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy 149 175 117% 17% Lane <NA> 1
HighSouth4th 718 840 117% 17% NoFacility
Major 
Collector 48
ThurstonEast58th 44 35 80% 20% Lane Minor Arterial 37
PearlSouth19th 119 147 124% 24% Lane 
Major 
Collector 17
EWEBPathEast5th 76 98 129% 29% Path Path 34
MonroeSouth8th 478 616 129% 29% Blvd 
Major 
Collector 11
FirEastRiverRd 319 420 132% 32% NoFacility Local 19
PioneerPkwySouthQ 190 259 136% 36% Path Path 39
UniversityNorth24th 220 322 146% 46% NoFacility Local 15
AlderNorth27th 702 1036 148% 48% Blvd Local 18
AmazonPathNorth24th 1023 1533 150% 50% Path Path 8
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge 566 875 155% 55% Path Path 5
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge 372 595 160% 60% Path Path 10
NorthbankEastKnickerbocker 596 973 163% 63% Path Path 97
15thWestJefferson 798 1302 163% 63% Blvd Local 29
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy 338 553 164% 64% Path Path 16






RichardsonBridge 427 707 166% 66% Path Path 32
GatewayStreetEastI5 42 14 33% 67% Lane Minor Arterial 44
FernRidgeEastDanebo 178 301 169% 69% Path Path 9
32ndSouthOregon 878 1512 172% 72% Lane Minor Arterial 36
DEastPioneerPkwyPath 75 133 177% 77% NoFacility Local 38
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy 47 84 179% 79% Path Path 33
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr 1098 1981 180% 80% Path Path 4
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 95 189 199% 99% Path Path 40
EastbankSouthOwossoBr 488 994 204% 104% Path Path 2
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr 509 1071 210% 110% Path Path 3



















































% Difference for 
locations less 
than 100 Daily 
Bicyclists 
Average Absolute % 
Difference for 
locations more than 
100 Daily Bicyclists Period 
Study Area 35% 65% 26% AM 
Study Area 21% 33% 17% PM 
NBPDP 52% 102% 38% AM 
NBPDP 53% 53% 53% PM 
















Average Absolute % Difference by 
Factor Group   
Factor Group Blvd Lane No Facility Path Period 
Study Area 23% 47% 10% 40% AM 
Study Area 18% 23% 21% 20% PM 
NBPDP 50% 70% 27% 51% AM 




















AM 12,476 11,765 106% 
Study Area 
PM 13,735 11,765 117% 
NBPDP AM  15,477 11,765 132% 



































































Time-of-Day Factor Comparison 
Data set   




Study Area Counts - Scenario 
2 
Path - Rec 0.15 0.25 
Path - Commute 0.13 0.21 
Lane 0.15 0.17 
Blvd 0.15 0.19 





Iterate Through Each Test
Factor
Vector of Test Factors 
(0.05,0.06,0.07….0.30)
111 24-Periods of 
Data



























tudy Area - AM Factor 















13thWestAlder Winter 1631 1627 Tuesday 100% 0% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
16thWestAlder Summer 140 138 Tuesday 99% 1% NoFacility NoFacility Local 70
AgateSouth18th Summer 438 433 Thursday 99% 1% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 25
FernRidgeWestChambers Winter 497 492 Thursday 99% 1% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 95
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Fall 1691 1700 Tuesday 101% 1% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr Winter 576 580 Thursday 101% 1% Path Path-Rec Path 4
12thEastLawrence Winter 495 507 Tuesday 102% 2% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 96
15thWestAlder Summer 477 487 Tuesday 102% 2% Blvd Blvd Local 26
GWestMohawk Winter 63 62 Thursday 98% 2% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 35
UniversityNorth24th Fall 220 215 Thursday 98% 2% NoFacility NoFacility Local 15
13thWestAlder Summer 1335 1300 Tuesday 97% 3% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
24thWestAdams Summer 129 133 Tuesday 103% 3% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 89
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Summer 650 631 Thursday 97% 3% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
DEastPioneerPkwyPath Winter 74 77 Tuesday 104% 4% NoFacility NoFacility Local 38
GWestMohawk Fall 112 108 Tuesday 96% 4% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 35
HarlowEastI5 Fall 55 53 Thursday 96% 4% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 41
AgateSouthFranklin Summer 570 540 Thursday 95% 5% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
FriendlySouth18th Fall 217 227 Tuesday 105% 5% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 14
OnyxNorthFranklin Fall 1121 1177 Tuesday 105% 5% NoFacility NoFacility <NA> 22
FirEastRiverRd Winter 175 185 Thursday 106% 6% NoFacility NoFacility Local 19
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Summer 1094 1031 Thursday 94% 6% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 Winter 120 113 Thursday 94% 6% Path Path-Rec Path 40
HighSouth4th Fall 718 762 Thursday 106% 6% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 48
15thWestAlder Winter 579 540 Tuesday 93% 7% Blvd Blvd Local 26
15thWestJefferson Fall 798 740 Tuesday 93% 7% Blvd Blvd Local 29
15thEastAgate Summer 327 353 Tuesday 108% 8% Blvd Blvd Local 24
18thWestAlder Winter 248 227 Tuesday 92% 8% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
Table 3.19 – Scenario 2 AM Peak Factor Results using Study Area Factors
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DEastPioneerPkwyPath Fall 75 69 Thursday 92% 8% NoFacility NoFacility Local 38
FriendlySouth18th Winter 192 207 Tuesday 108% 8% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 14
13thWestAlder Summer 1392 1260 Thursday 91% 9% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
AlderNorth27th Winter 476 520 Thursday 109% 9% Blvd Blvd Local 18
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Summer 685 623 Tuesday 91% 9% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
15thWestAlder Summer 469 420 Thursday 90% 10% Blvd Blvd Local 26
15thWestAlder Fall 974 873 Tuesday 90% 10% Blvd Blvd Local 26
AgateSouthFranklin Summer 527 473 Tuesday 90% 10% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
AlderSouthFranklin Summer 345 380 Thursday 110% 10% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 27
PolkNorth24th Summer 105 115 Thursday 110% 10% NoFacility NoFacility Local 90
UniversitySouth24th Summer 77 85 Tuesday 110% 10% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 65
HarlowEastI5 Winter 434 387 Thursday 89% 11% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 41
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Fall 566 500 Thursday 88% 12% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
EastbankSouthOwossoBr Winter 136 120 Tuesday 88% 12% Path Path-Rec Path 2
FernRidgeEastDanebo Fall 178 200 Tuesday 112% 12% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 9
HighSouth4th Winter 331 292 Thursday 88% 12% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 48
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture Winter 61 53 Tuesday 87% 13% Path Path-Rec Path 31
24thEastFilmore Summer 93 80 Thursday 86% 14% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 88
AgateSouth18th Summer 471 407 Tuesday 86% 14% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 25
MonroeSouth8th Winter 304 260 Tuesday 86% 14% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 11
12thEastLincoln Summer 492 420 Tuesday 85% 15% Blvd Blvd Local 28
24thWestAdams Summer 117 100 Thursday 85% 15% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 89
FernRidgeWestChambers Winter 537 454 Tuesday 85% 15% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 95
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Winter 637 731 Thursday 115% 15% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy Fall 149 127 Thursday 85% 15% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 1
RichardsonBridge Fall 427 492 Tuesday 115% 15% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 32
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Summer 1084 915 Tuesday 84% 16% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
AlderNorth27th Fall 702 820 Thursday 117% 17% Blvd Blvd Local 18
AgateSouthFranklin Fall 563 460 Tuesday 82% 18% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
AlderSouthFranklin Summer 299 353 Tuesday 118% 18% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 27




DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture Fall 207 167 Thursday 81% 19% Path Path-Rec Path 31
15thEastAgate Summer 340 407 Thursday 120% 20% Blvd Blvd Local 24
OnyxNorthFranklin Summer 658 792 Tuesday 120% 20% NoFacility NoFacility <NA> 22
13thWestAlder Fall 2602 2067 Tuesday 79% 21% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
GatewayStreetEastI5 Fall 42 33 Thursday 79% 21% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 44
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge Winter 342 415 Tuesday 121% 21% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 10
NorthbankEastKnickerbocker Fall 596 469 Thursday 79% 21% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 97
12thWestHigh Summer 344 267 Tuesday 78% 22% Blvd Blvd Local 12
OnyxNorthFranklin Summer 702 854 Thursday 122% 22% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 22
18thWestAlder Summer 349 267 Tuesday 77% 23% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
AgateSouthFranklin Winter 329 407 Thursday 124% 24% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Winter 230 285 Thursday 124% 24% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr Winter 158 120 Tuesday 76% 24% Path Path-Rec Path 3
UniversitySouth18th Summer 213 162 Tuesday 76% 24% NoFacility NoFacility Local 71
ThurstonEast58th Winter 36 27 Thursday 75% 25% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 37
HighNorth13th Winter 292 367 Tuesday 126% 26% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 30
OnyxNorthFranklin Winter 707 892 Tuesday 126% 26% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 22
12thEastLincoln Summer 513 373 Thursday 73% 27% Blvd Blvd Local 28
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy Fall 47 60 Tuesday 128% 28% Path Path-Rec Path 33
FirEastRiverRd Fall 319 231 Thursday 72% 28% NoFacility NoFacility Local 19
UniversitySouth18th Summer 203 146 Thursday 72% 28% NoFacility NoFacility Local 71
15thEastAgate Fall 1021 713 Thursday 70% 30% Blvd Blvd Local 24
15thEastAgate Winter 814 573 Tuesday 70% 30% Blvd Blvd Local 24
42ndNorthCommercial Winter 189 133 Thursday 70% 30% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 45
AgateSouth18th Winter 295 207 Thursday 70% 30% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 25
ClearwaterPath Winter 10 13 Thursday 130% 30% Path Path-Rec Path 98
HarrisSouth18th Summer 121 85 Thursday 70% 30% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 73
16thWestAlder Summer 167 115 Thursday 69% 31% NoFacility NoFacility Local 70
24thEastFilmore Summer 101 133 Tuesday 132% 32% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 88
AlderSouthFranklin Winter 293 387 Tuesday 132% 32% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 27
EWEBPathEast5th Fall 76 100 Tuesday 132% 32% Path Path-Rec Path 34
13thEastHigh Fall 623 827 Thursday 133% 33% Lane Lane <NA> 52
MonroeSouth8th Fall 478 320 Thursday 67% 33% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 11
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr Fall 1098 740 Tuesday 67% 33% Path Path-Rec Path 4
GatewayStreetEastI5 Winter 82 53 Thursday 65% 35% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 44
PioneerPkwySouthQ Winter 123 80 Tuesday 65% 35% Path Path-Rec Path 39
11thWestAlder Summer 180 113 Thursday 63% 37% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 7277 
   
12thWestHigh Fall 466 293 Tuesday 63% 37% Blvd Blvd Local 12
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy Winter 147 92 Tuesday 63% 37% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 16
UniversityNorth24th Winter 184 115 Thursday 62% 38% NoFacility NoFacility Local 15
PearlSouth19th Fall 119 73 Thursday 61% 39% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 17
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr Fall 509 307 Tuesday 60% 40% Path Path-Rec Path 3
18thWestAlder Fall 646 373 Thursday 58% 42% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
15thWestJefferson Winter 348 193 Thursday 55% 45% Blvd Blvd Local 29
18thWestAlder Summer 352 193 Thursday 55% 45% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
RichardsonBridge Winter 387 562 Tuesday 145% 45% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 32
32ndSouthOregon Winter 36 53 Thursday 147% 47% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 36
AmazonPathNorth24th Fall 1023 1508 Thursday 147% 47% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 8
PioneerPkwySouthQ Fall 190 100 Tuesday 53% 47% Path Path-Rec Path 39
WillametteNorth15th Fall 330 173 Tuesday 52% 48% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 13
11thWestAlder Summer 209 107 Tuesday 51% 49% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 72
12thWestHigh Winter 393 200 Tuesday 51% 49% Blvd Blvd Local 12
EastbankSouthOwossoBr Fall 488 247 Thursday 51% 49% Path Path-Rec Path 2
HighNorth13th Fall 299 447 Tuesday 149% 49% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 30
PolkNorth24th Summer 88 131 Tuesday 149% 49% NoFacility NoFacility Local 90
12thWestHigh Summer 372 187 Thursday 50% 50% Blvd Blvd Local 12
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy Fall 338 162 Thursday 48% 52% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 16
AmazonPathNorth24th Winter 538 831 Thursday 154% 54% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 8
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 Fall 95 147 Thursday 155% 55% Path Path-Rec Path 40
32ndSouthOregon Fall 878 380 Thursday 43% 57% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 36
UniversitySouth24th Summer 68 108 Thursday 159% 59% NoFacility NoFacility Major 65
FernRidgeEastDanebo Winter 144 231 Tuesday 160% 60% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 9
WillametteNorth15th Winter 311 80 Tuesday 26% 74% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 13
DefazioNorthRiverWestBridge Winter 104 200 Thursday 192% 92% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 47




Study Area - PM Factor 















FernRidgeWestChambers Winter 537 538 Tuesday 100% 0% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 95
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Fall 1691 1686 Tuesday 100% 0% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
18thWestAlder Fall 646 641 Thursday 99% 1% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
FirEastRiverRd Fall 319 316 Thursday 99% 1% NoFacility NoFacility Local 19
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy Fall 149 147 Thursday 99% 1% Lane Lane <NA> 1
AmazonPathNorth24th Fall 1023 1043 Thursday 102% 2% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 8
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy Fall 47 48 Tuesday 102% 2% Path Path-Rec Path 33
FirEastRiverRd Winter 175 179 Thursday 102% 2% NoFacility NoFacility Local 19
FriendlySouth18th Winter 192 195 Tuesday 102% 2% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 14
OnyxNorthFranklin Summer 658 674 Tuesday 102% 2% NoFacility NoFacility <NA> 22
EastbankSouthOwossoBr Winter 136 132 Tuesday 97% 3% Path Path-Rec Path 2
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Summer 1084 1048 Tuesday 97% 3% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
MonroeSouth8th Fall 478 463 Thursday 97% 3% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 11
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr Fall 1098 1132 Tuesday 103% 3% Path Path-Rec Path 4
ThurstonEast58th Winter 36 35 Thursday 97% 3% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 37
AgateSouthFranklin Winter 329 341 Thursday 104% 4% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
HarlowEastI5 Winter 434 453 Thursday 104% 4% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 41
HarrisSouth18th Summer 121 116 Thursday 96% 4% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 73
PearlSouth19th Fall 119 124 Thursday 104% 4% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 17
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Fall 566 595 Thursday 105% 5% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
UniversityNorth24th Winter 184 174 Thursday 95% 5% NoFacility NoFacility Local 15
15thWestAlder Summer 469 442 Thursday 94% 6% Blvd Blvd Local 26
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr Winter 158 168 Tuesday 106% 6% Path Path-Rec Path 3
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy Winter 147 138 Tuesday 94% 6% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 16
UniversitySouth18th Summer 213 200 Tuesday 94% 6% NoFacility NoFacility Local 71
UniversitySouth18th Summer 203 216 Thursday 106% 6% NoFacility NoFacility Local 71
15thEastAgate Summer 340 316 Thursday 93% 7% Blvd Blvd Local 24
15thWestAlder Fall 974 905 Tuesday 93% 7% Blvd Blvd Local 26
18thWestAlder Summer 349 324 Tuesday 93% 7% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
Table 3.20 – Scenario 2 PM Peak Factor Results using Study Area Factors
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MonroeSouth8th Winter 304 326 Tuesday 107% 7% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 11
WillametteNorth15th Fall 330 306 Tuesday 93% 7% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 13
24thEastFilmore Summer 93 100 Thursday 108% 8% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 88
AlderSouthFranklin Summer 345 316 Thursday 92% 8% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 27
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Summer 685 743 Tuesday 108% 8% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
12thWestHigh Summer 344 374 Tuesday 109% 9% Blvd Blvd Local 12
15thWestAlder Winter 579 526 Tuesday 91% 9% Blvd Blvd Local 26
42ndNorthCommercial Winter 189 206 Thursday 109% 9% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 45
AgateSouth18th Summer 438 476 Thursday 109% 9% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 25
AgateSouthFranklin Fall 563 612 Tuesday 109% 9% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
DefazioNorthRiverWestBridge Winter 104 95 Thursday 91% 9% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 47
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Summer 1094 1190 Thursday 109% 9% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge Fall 372 405 Tuesday 109% 9% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 10
OnyxNorthFranklin Summer 702 642 Thursday 91% 9% NoFacility NoFacility <NA> 22
OnyxNorthFranklin Winter 707 768 Tuesday 109% 9% NoFacility NoFacility <NA> 22
15thEastAgate Summer 327 295 Tuesday 90% 10% Blvd Blvd Local 24
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 Winter 120 108 Thursday 90% 10% Path Path-Rec Path 40
UniversityNorth24th Fall 220 242 Thursday 110% 10% NoFacility NoFacility Local 15
12thEastLincoln Summer 492 437 Tuesday 89% 11% Blvd Blvd Local 28
AlderNorth27th Fall 702 779 Thursday 111% 11% Blvd Blvd Local 18
HighNorth13th Fall 299 265 Tuesday 89% 11% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 30
NorthbankEastKnickerbocker Fall 596 662 Thursday 111% 11% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 97
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy Fall 338 376 Thursday 111% 11% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 16
12thWestHigh Fall 466 521 Tuesday 112% 12% Blvd Blvd Local 12
12thWestHigh Winter 393 442 Tuesday 112% 12% Blvd Blvd Local 12
HighSouth4th Fall 718 632 Thursday 88% 12% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 48
OnyxNorthFranklin Fall 1121 984 Tuesday 88% 12% NoFacility NoFacility <NA> 22
AlderNorth27th Winter 476 416 Thursday 87% 13% Blvd Blvd Local 18
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Winter 637 552 Thursday 87% 13% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
GatewayStreetEastI5 Winter 82 71 Thursday 87% 13% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 44
RichardsonBridge Fall 427 481 Tuesday 113% 13% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 32
WillametteNorth15th Winter 311 271 Tuesday 87% 13% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 13
15thWestAlder Summer 477 411 Tuesday 86% 14% Blvd Blvd Local 26




GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 Fall 95 108 Thursday 114% 14% Path Path-Rec Path 40
11thWestAlder Summer 209 241 Tuesday 115% 15% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 72
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Winter 230 195 Thursday 85% 15% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture Winter 61 52 Tuesday 85% 15% Path Path-Rec Path 31
FernRidgeEastDanebo Fall 178 205 Tuesday 115% 15% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 9
HarlowEastI5 Fall 55 47 Thursday 85% 15% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 41
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge Winter 342 290 Tuesday 85% 15% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 10
15thWestJefferson Winter 348 405 Thursday 116% 16% Blvd Blvd Local 29
18thWestAlder Summer 352 294 Thursday 84% 16% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
AgateSouthFranklin Summer 527 612 Tuesday 116% 16% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
AmazonPathNorth24th Winter 538 452 Thursday 84% 16% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 8
EastbankSouthOwossoBr Fall 488 568 Thursday 116% 16% Path Path-Rec Path 2
12thEastLawrence Winter 495 411 Tuesday 83% 17% Blvd Blvd <NA> 96
12thEastLincoln Summer 513 426 Thursday 83% 17% Blvd Blvd Local 28
13thWestAlder Summer 1335 1112 Tuesday 83% 17% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
18thWestAlder Winter 248 206 Tuesday 83% 17% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
AlderSouthFranklin Summer 299 247 Tuesday 83% 17% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 27
13thWestAlder Fall 2602 2129 Tuesday 82% 18% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
24thWestAdams Summer 129 106 Tuesday 82% 18% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 89
FernRidgeWestChambers Winter 497 410 Thursday 82% 18% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 95
RichardsonBridge Winter 387 457 Tuesday 118% 18% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 32
32ndSouthOregon Winter 36 29 Thursday 81% 19% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 36
PioneerPkwySouthQ Winter 123 100 Tuesday 81% 19% Path Path-Rec Path 39
ClearwaterPath Winter 10 12 Thursday 120% 20% Path Path-Rec Path 98
DEastPioneerPkwyPath Winter 74 89 Tuesday 120% 20% NoFacility NoFacility Local 38
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr Fall 509 612 Tuesday 120% 20% Path Path-Rec Path 3
16thWestAlder Summer 140 111 Tuesday 79% 21% NoFacility NoFacility Local 70
24thWestAdams Summer 117 141 Thursday 121% 21% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 89
12thWestHigh Summer 372 453 Thursday 122% 22% Blvd Blvd Local 12
PioneerPkwySouthQ Fall 190 148 Tuesday 78% 22% Path Path-Rec Path 39
15thWestJefferson Fall 798 979 Tuesday 123% 23% Blvd Blvd Local 29
AgateSouthFranklin Summer 570 700 Thursday 123% 23% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
PolkNorth24th Summer 88 68 Tuesday 77% 23% NoFacility NoFacility Local 90





SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr Winter 576 436 Thursday 76% 24% Path Path-Rec Path 4
24thEastFilmore Summer 101 76 Tuesday 75% 25% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 88
AlderSouthFranklin Winter 293 221 Tuesday 75% 25% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 27
GWestMohawk Fall 112 84 Tuesday 75% 25% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 35
PolkNorth24th Summer 105 79 Thursday 75% 25% NoFacility NoFacility Local 90
13thWestAlder Winter 1631 1200 Tuesday 74% 26% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
EWEBPathEast5th Fall 76 56 Tuesday 74% 26% Path Path-Rec Path 34
11thWestAlder Summer 180 229 Thursday 127% 27% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 72
15thEastAgate Winter 814 589 Tuesday 72% 28% Blvd Blvd Local 24
16thWestAlder Summer 167 121 Thursday 72% 28% NoFacility NoFacility Local 70
13thWestAlder Summer 1392 988 Thursday 71% 29% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
HighSouth4th Winter 331 232 Thursday 70% 30% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 48
AgateSouth18th Summer 471 624 Tuesday 132% 32% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 25
DEastPioneerPkwyPath Fall 75 100 Thursday 133% 33% NoFacility NoFacility Local 38
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture Fall 207 276 Thursday 133% 33% Path Path-Rec Path 31
15thEastAgate Fall 1021 674 Thursday 66% 34% Blvd Blvd Local 24
ThurstonEast58th Fall 44 29 Thursday 66% 34% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 37
AgateSouth18th Winter 295 400 Thursday 136% 36% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 25
13thEastHigh Fall 623 394 Thursday 63% 37% Lane Lane <NA> 52
HighNorth13th Winter 292 176 Tuesday 60% 40% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 30
FernRidgeEastDanebo Winter 144 205 Tuesday 142% 42% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 9
UniversitySouth24th Summer 77 111 Tuesday 144% 44% NoFacility NoFacility <NA> 65
32ndSouthOregon Fall 878 1271 Thursday 145% 45% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 36
GWestMohawk Winter 63 32 Thursday 51% 49% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 35
UniversitySouth24th Summer 68 32 Thursday 47% 53% NoFacility NoFacility <NA> 65








NBPDP AM Factor 















11thWestAlder Summer 180 179 Thursday 99% 1% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 72
12thWestHigh Fall 466 462 Tuesday 99% 1% Blvd Blvd Local 12
FirEastRiverRd Fall 319 315 Thursday 99% 1% NoFacility NoFacility Local 19
GatewayStreetEastI5 Winter 82 84 Thursday 102% 2% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 44
PioneerPkwySouthQ Winter 123 126 Tuesday 102% 2% Path Path-Rec Path 39
UniversitySouth18th Summer 203 200 Thursday 98% 2% NoFacility NoFacility Local 71
PearlSouth19th Fall 119 116 Thursday 97% 3% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 17
UniversitySouth18th Summer 213 221 Tuesday 104% 4% NoFacility NoFacility Local 71
HarrisSouth18th Summer 121 116 Thursday 95% 5% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 73
MonroeSouth8th Fall 478 504 Thursday 105% 5% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 11
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr Fall 509 483 Tuesday 95% 5% Path Path-Rec Path 3
16thWestAlder Summer 167 158 Thursday 94% 6% NoFacility NoFacility Local 70
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr Fall 1098 1166 Tuesday 106% 6% Path Path-Rec Path 4
NorthbankEastKnickerbocker Fall 596 641 Thursday 107% 7% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 97
18thWestAlder Fall 646 588 Thursday 91% 9% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
15thEastAgate Fall 1021 1124 Thursday 110% 10% Blvd Blvd Local 24
AgateSouth18th Winter 295 326 Thursday 110% 10% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 25
15thEastAgate Winter 814 903 Tuesday 111% 11% Blvd Blvd Local 24
42ndNorthCommercial Winter 189 210 Thursday 111% 11% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 45
15thWestJefferson Winter 348 305 Thursday 88% 12% Blvd Blvd Local 29
18thWestAlder Summer 352 305 Thursday 87% 13% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy Winter 147 126 Tuesday 86% 14% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 16
UniversityNorth24th Winter 184 158 Thursday 86% 14% NoFacility NoFacility Local 15
12thEastLincoln Summer 513 588 Thursday 115% 15% Blvd Blvd Local 28
FernRidgeWestChambers Winter 537 620 Tuesday 115% 15% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 95
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Summer 1084 1250 Tuesday 115% 15% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
PioneerPkwySouthQ Fall 190 158 Tuesday 83% 17% Path Path-Rec Path 39
ThurstonEast58th Winter 36 42 Thursday 117% 17% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 37
WillametteNorth15th Fall 330 273 Tuesday 83% 17% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 13
11thWestAlder Summer 209 168 Tuesday 80% 20% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 72
12thWestHigh Winter 393 315 Tuesday 80% 20% Blvd Blvd Local 12
Table 3.21 – Scenario 2 AM Peak Factor Results NBPDP Factors
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18thWestAlder Summer 349 420 Tuesday 120% 20% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
EastbankSouthOwossoBr Fall 488 389 Thursday 80% 20% Path Path-Rec Path 2
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr Winter 158 189 Tuesday 120% 20% Path Path-Rec Path 3
12thWestHigh Summer 372 294 Thursday 79% 21% Blvd Blvd Local 12
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Fall 566 683 Thursday 121% 21% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
HighSouth4th Winter 331 399 Thursday 121% 21% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 48
12thWestHigh Summer 344 420 Tuesday 122% 22% Blvd Blvd Local 12
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Summer 685 851 Tuesday 124% 24% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
13thWestAlder Fall 2602 3255 Tuesday 125% 25% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
GatewayStreetEastI5 Fall 42 53 Thursday 125% 25% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 44
DEastPioneerPkwyPath Fall 75 95 Thursday 126% 26% NoFacility NoFacility Local 38
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture Fall 207 263 Thursday 127% 27% Path Path-Rec Path 31
AgateSouthFranklin Fall 563 725 Tuesday 129% 29% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Summer 1094 1407 Thursday 129% 29% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
GWestMohawk Fall 112 147 Tuesday 131% 31% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 35
32ndSouthOregon Fall 878 599 Thursday 68% 32% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 36
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Summer 650 861 Thursday 132% 32% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
GWestMohawk Winter 63 84 Thursday 133% 33% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 35
12thEastLincoln Summer 492 662 Tuesday 134% 34% Blvd Blvd Local 28
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy Fall 149 200 Thursday 134% 34% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 1
UniversityNorth24th Fall 220 294 Thursday 134% 34% NoFacility NoFacility Local 15
16thWestAlder Summer 140 189 Tuesday 135% 35% NoFacility NoFacility Local 70
24thEastFilmore Summer 93 126 Thursday 135% 35% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 88
24thWestAdams Summer 117 158 Thursday 135% 35% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 89
FernRidgeWestChambers Winter 497 672 Thursday 135% 35% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 95
MonroeSouth8th Winter 304 410 Tuesday 135% 35% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 11
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy Fall 338 221 Thursday 65% 35% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 16
AgateSouth18th Summer 471 641 Tuesday 136% 36% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 25
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Fall 1691 2321 Tuesday 137% 37% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture Winter 61 84 Tuesday 138% 38% Path Path-Rec Path 31
EastbankSouthOwossoBr Winter 136 189 Tuesday 139% 39% Path Path-Rec Path 2
HarlowEastI5 Winter 434 609 Thursday 140% 40% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 41
15thWestAlder Summer 469 662 Thursday 141% 41% Blvd Blvd Local 2684 
   
15thWestAlder Fall 974 1376 Tuesday 141% 41% Blvd Blvd Local 26
AgateSouthFranklin Summer 527 746 Tuesday 141% 41% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
DEastPioneerPkwyPath Winter 74 105 Tuesday 142% 42% NoFacility NoFacility Local 38
13thWestAlder Summer 1392 1985 Thursday 143% 43% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
OnyxNorthFranklin Fall 1121 1607 Tuesday 143% 43% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 22
18thWestAlder Winter 248 357 Tuesday 144% 44% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
FirEastRiverRd Winter 175 252 Thursday 144% 44% NoFacility NoFacility Local 19
HighSouth4th Fall 718 1040 Thursday 145% 45% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 48
15thWestJefferson Fall 798 1166 Tuesday 146% 46% Blvd Blvd Local 29
15thWestAlder Winter 579 851 Tuesday 147% 47% Blvd Blvd Local 26
AgateSouthFranklin Summer 570 851 Thursday 149% 49% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 Winter 120 179 Thursday 149% 49% Path Path-Rec Path 40
PolkNorth24th Summer 105 158 Thursday 150% 50% NoFacility NoFacility Local 90
UniversitySouth24th Summer 77 116 Tuesday 150% 50% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 65
13thWestAlder Summer 1335 2048 Tuesday 153% 53% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
FernRidgeEastDanebo Fall 178 273 Tuesday 153% 53% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 9
HarlowEastI5 Fall 55 84 Thursday 153% 53% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 41
AgateSouth18th Summer 438 683 Thursday 156% 56% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 25
13thWestAlder Winter 1631 2562 Tuesday 157% 57% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Winter 637 998 Thursday 157% 57% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
RichardsonBridge Fall 427 672 Tuesday 157% 57% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 32
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr Winter 576 914 Thursday 159% 59% Path Path-Rec Path 4
WillametteNorth15th Winter 311 126 Tuesday 41% 59% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 13
12thEastLawrence Winter 495 798 Tuesday 161% 61% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 96
15thWestAlder Summer 477 767 Tuesday 161% 61% Blvd Blvd Local 26
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge Fall 372 599 Tuesday 161% 61% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 10
24thWestAdams Summer 129 210 Tuesday 163% 63% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 89
OnyxNorthFranklin Summer 658 1082 Tuesday 164% 64% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 22
FriendlySouth18th Fall 217 357 Tuesday 165% 65% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 14
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge Winter 342 567 Tuesday 166% 66% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 10




DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Winter 230 389 Thursday 169% 69% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
15thEastAgate Summer 327 557 Tuesday 170% 70% Blvd Blvd Local 24
FriendlySouth18th Winter 192 326 Tuesday 170% 70% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 14
AlderNorth27th Winter 476 819 Thursday 172% 72% Blvd Blvd Local 18
OnyxNorthFranklin Winter 707 1218 Tuesday 172% 72% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 22
AlderSouthFranklin Summer 345 599 Thursday 173% 73% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 27
AlderNorth27th Fall 702 1292 Thursday 184% 84% Blvd Blvd Local 18
AlderSouthFranklin Summer 299 557 Tuesday 186% 86% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 27
15thEastAgate Summer 340 641 Thursday 188% 88% Blvd Blvd Local 24
AgateSouthFranklin Winter 329 641 Thursday 195% 95% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
HighNorth13th Winter 292 578 Tuesday 198% 98% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 30
RichardsonBridge Winter 387 767 Tuesday 198% 98% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 32
AmazonPathNorth24th Fall 1023 2058 Thursday 201% 101% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 8
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy Fall 47 95 Tuesday 201% 101% Path Path-Rec Path 33
PolkNorth24th Summer 88 179 Tuesday 203% 103% NoFacility NoFacility Local 90
EWEBPathEast5th Fall 76 158 Tuesday 207% 107% Path Path-Rec Path 34
24thEastFilmore Summer 101 210 Tuesday 208% 108% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 88
AlderSouthFranklin Winter 293 609 Tuesday 208% 108% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 27
13thEastHigh Fall 623 1302 Thursday 209% 109% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 52
ClearwaterPath Winter 10 21 Thursday 210% 110% Path Path-Rec Path 98
AmazonPathNorth24th Winter 538 1134 Thursday 211% 111% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 8
UniversitySouth24th Summer 68 147 Thursday 216% 116% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 65
FernRidgeEastDanebo Winter 144 315 Tuesday 219% 119% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 9
32ndSouthOregon Winter 36 84 Thursday 233% 133% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 36
HighNorth13th Fall 299 704 Tuesday 235% 135% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 30
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 Fall 95 231 Thursday 243% 143% Path Path-Rec Path 40
DefazioNorthRiverWestBridge Winter 104 273 Thursday 262% 162% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 47





NBPDP PM Factor 















AlderSouthFranklin Winter 293 294 Tuesday 100% 0% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 27
GWestMohawk Fall 112 112 Tuesday 100% 0% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 35
PolkNorth24th Summer 105 105 Thursday 100% 0% NoFacility NoFacility Local 90
13thWestAlder Summer 1335 1323 Tuesday 99% 1% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
18thWestAlder Summer 352 350 Thursday 99% 1% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
18thWestAlder Winter 248 245 Tuesday 99% 1% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
HarlowEastI5 Fall 55 56 Thursday 101% 1% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 41
24thWestAdams Summer 129 126 Tuesday 98% 2% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 89
GatewayStreetEastI5 Winter 82 84 Thursday 102% 2% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 44
13thWestAlder Fall 2602 2534 Tuesday 97% 3% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
15thEastAgate Winter 814 784 Tuesday 96% 4% Blvd Blvd Local 24
16thWestAlder Summer 167 161 Thursday 96% 4% NoFacility NoFacility Local 70
32ndSouthOregon Winter 36 35 Thursday 96% 4% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 36
PolkNorth24th Summer 88 91 Tuesday 104% 4% NoFacility NoFacility Local 90
WillametteNorth15th Winter 311 322 Tuesday 104% 4% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 13
16thWestAlder Summer 140 147 Tuesday 105% 5% NoFacility NoFacility Local 70
HighNorth13th Fall 299 315 Tuesday 105% 5% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 30
HighSouth4th Winter 331 308 Thursday 93% 7% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 48
12thEastLawrence Winter 495 546 Tuesday 110% 10% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 96
18thWestAlder Summer 349 385 Tuesday 110% 10% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
24thEastFilmore Summer 101 91 Tuesday 90% 10% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 88
AlderSouthFranklin Summer 299 329 Tuesday 110% 10% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 27
WillametteNorth15th Fall 330 364 Tuesday 110% 10% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 13
12thEastLincoln Summer 513 567 Thursday 111% 11% Blvd Blvd Local 28
13thWestAlder Winter 1631 1428 Tuesday 88% 12% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21
15thEastAgate Fall 1021 896 Thursday 88% 12% Blvd Blvd Local 24
15thWestAlder Summer 477 546 Tuesday 114% 14% Blvd Blvd Local 26
13thWestAlder Summer 1392 1176 Thursday 84% 16% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 21




HighSouth4th Fall 718 840 Thursday 117% 17% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 48
OnyxNorthFranklin Fall 1121 1309 Tuesday 117% 17% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 22
ThurstonEast58th Winter 36 42 Thursday 117% 17% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 37
12thEastLincoln Summer 492 581 Tuesday 118% 18% Blvd Blvd Local 28
18thWestAlder Fall 646 763 Thursday 118% 18% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 46
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy Fall 149 175 Thursday 118% 18% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 1
15thEastAgate Summer 327 392 Tuesday 120% 20% Blvd Blvd Local 24
15thWestAlder Winter 579 700 Tuesday 121% 21% Blvd Blvd Local 26
FernRidgeWestChambers Winter 497 602 Thursday 121% 21% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 95
ThurstonEast58th Fall 44 35 Thursday 79% 21% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 37
AlderSouthFranklin Summer 345 420 Thursday 122% 22% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 27
OnyxNorthFranklin Summer 702 854 Thursday 122% 22% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 22
15thEastAgate Summer 340 420 Thursday 124% 24% Blvd Blvd Local 24
15thWestAlder Fall 974 1204 Tuesday 124% 24% Blvd Blvd Local 26
AgateSouthFranklin Winter 329 406 Thursday 124% 24% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
AmazonPathNorth24th Winter 538 665 Thursday 124% 24% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 8
HarlowEastI5 Winter 434 539 Thursday 124% 24% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 41
PearlSouth19th Fall 119 147 Thursday 124% 24% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 17
13thEastHigh Fall 623 469 Thursday 75% 25% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 52
15thWestAlder Summer 469 588 Thursday 125% 25% Blvd Blvd Local 26
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Winter 230 287 Thursday 125% 25% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge Winter 342 427 Tuesday 125% 25% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 10
UniversitySouth18th Summer 213 266 Tuesday 125% 25% NoFacility NoFacility Local 71
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Summer 650 819 Thursday 126% 26% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
UniversityNorth24th Winter 184 231 Thursday 126% 26% NoFacility NoFacility Local 15
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Winter 637 812 Thursday 127% 27% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
24thEastFilmore Summer 93 119 Thursday 128% 28% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 88
EWEBPathEast5th Fall 76 98 Tuesday 128% 28% Path Path-Rec Path 34
HarrisSouth18th Summer 121 154 Thursday 128% 28% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 73
HighNorth13th Winter 292 210 Tuesday 72% 28% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 30
42ndNorthCommercial Winter 189 245 Thursday 129% 29% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 45
AgateSouth18th Summer 438 567 Thursday 129% 29% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 25
AgateSouthFranklin Fall 563 728 Tuesday 129% 29% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 2388 
   
MonroeSouth8th Fall 478 616 Thursday 129% 29% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 11
FirEastRiverRd Fall 319 420 Thursday 132% 32% NoFacility NoFacility Local 19
GWestMohawk Winter 63 42 Thursday 67% 33% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 35
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr Winter 576 763 Thursday 133% 33% Path Path-Rec Path 4
DefazioNorthRiverWestBridge Winter 104 140 Thursday 134% 34% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 47
FriendlySouth18th Winter 192 259 Tuesday 135% 35% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 14
FirEastRiverRd Winter 175 238 Thursday 136% 36% NoFacility NoFacility Local 19
OnyxNorthFranklin Summer 658 896 Tuesday 136% 36% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 22
11thWestAlder Summer 209 287 Tuesday 137% 37% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 72
PioneerPkwySouthQ Fall 190 259 Tuesday 137% 37% Path Path-Rec Path 39
AgateSouthFranklin Summer 527 728 Tuesday 138% 38% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy Winter 147 203 Tuesday 138% 38% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 16
UniversitySouth24th Summer 68 42 Thursday 62% 38% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 65
UniversitySouth18th Summer 203 287 Thursday 141% 41% NoFacility NoFacility Local 71
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Summer 1084 1540 Tuesday 142% 42% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
MonroeSouth8th Winter 304 434 Tuesday 143% 43% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 11
PioneerPkwySouthQ Winter 123 175 Tuesday 143% 43% Path Path-Rec Path 39
12thWestHigh Summer 344 497 Tuesday 144% 44% Blvd Blvd Local 12
24thWestAdams Summer 117 168 Thursday 144% 44% Lane Lane 
Major 
Collector 89
OnyxNorthFranklin Winter 707 1022 Tuesday 145% 45% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector  22
AgateSouthFranklin Summer 570 833 Thursday 146% 46% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 23
FernRidgeWestChambers Winter 537 791 Tuesday 147% 47% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 95
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Fall 1691 2478 Tuesday 147% 47% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
UniversityNorth24th Fall 220 322 Thursday 147% 47% NoFacility NoFacility Local 15
AlderNorth27th Fall 702 1036 Thursday 148% 48% Blvd Blvd Local 18
12thWestHigh Fall 466 693 Tuesday 149% 49% Blvd Blvd Local 12
12thWestHigh Winter 393 588 Tuesday 150% 50% Blvd Blvd Local 12
AmazonPathNorth24th Fall 1023 1533 Thursday 150% 50% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 8
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture Winter 61 91 Tuesday 150% 50% Path Path-Rec Path 31
11thWestAlder Summer 180 273 Thursday 152% 52% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 72
15thWestJefferson Winter 348 539 Thursday 155% 55% Blvd Blvd Local 29




GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 Winter 120 189 Thursday 157% 57% Path Path-Rec Path 40
AgateSouth18th Summer 471 742 Tuesday 158% 58% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 25
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge Summer 685 1092 Tuesday 159% 59% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 5
DEastPioneerPkwyPath Winter 74 119 Tuesday 160% 60% NoFacility NoFacility Local 38
FrohnmayerSouthRiver Summer 1094 1750 Thursday 160% 60% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 6
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge Fall 372 595 Tuesday 160% 60% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 10
AgateSouth18th Winter 295 476 Thursday 161% 61% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 25
12thWestHigh Summer 372 602 Thursday 162% 62% Blvd Blvd Local 12
15thWestJefferson Fall 798 1302 Tuesday 163% 63% Blvd Blvd Local 29
NorthbankEastKnickerbocker Fall 596 973 Thursday 163% 63% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 97
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy Fall 338 553 Thursday 164% 64% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 16
FriendlySouth18th Fall 217 357 Tuesday 165% 65% Blvd Blvd 
Major 
Collector 14
RichardsonBridge Fall 427 707 Tuesday 165% 65% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 32
GatewayStreetEastI5 Fall 42 14 Thursday 32% 68% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 44
FernRidgeEastDanebo Fall 178 301 Tuesday 169% 69% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 9
EastbankSouthOwossoBr Winter 136 231 Tuesday 170% 70% Path Path-Rec Path 2
32ndSouthOregon Fall 878 1512 Thursday 172% 72% Lane Lane Minor Arterial 36
RichardsonBridge Winter 387 672 Tuesday 174% 74% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 32
DEastPioneerPkwyPath Fall 75 133 Thursday 178% 78% NoFacility NoFacility Local 38
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy Fall 47 84 Tuesday 179% 79% Path Path-Rec Path 33
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr Fall 1098 1981 Tuesday 180% 80% Path Path-Rec Path 4
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr Winter 158 294 Tuesday 186% 86% Path Path-Rec Path 3
UniversitySouth24th Summer 77 147 Tuesday 191% 91% NoFacility NoFacility 
Major 
Collector 65
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 Fall 95 189 Thursday 199% 99% Path Path-Rec Path 40
EastbankSouthOwossoBr Fall 488 994 Thursday 204% 104% Path Path-Rec Path 2
FernRidgeEastDanebo Winter 144 301 Tuesday 209% 109% Path 
Path-
Commute Path 9
ClearwaterPath Winter 10 21 Thursday 210% 110% Path Path-Rec Path 98
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr Fall 509 1071 Tuesday 210% 110% Path Path-Rec Path 3
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture Fall 207 483 Thursday 233% 133% Path Path-Rec Path 31




































AM 56,214 48,617 116% 
Study Area 
PM 53,608 48,617 110% 
NBPDP AM  67,777 48,617 139% 






















AM 20% 28% 18% 26% 28% 24% 
Study Area 
PM 14% 19% 19% 11% 16% 16% 
NBPDP AM  46% 50% 39% 55% 50% 48% 













than 100 Daily 
Bicyclists 
Average Absolute 
% Difference for 
locations more 
than 100 Daily 
Bicyclists Period 
Study Area 24% 31% 23% AM 
Study Area 16% 26% 14% PM 
NBPDP 48% 77% 43% AM 
NBPDP 37% 45% 36% PM 










Average Absolute Percentage Difference by Season 
Factors Summer Fall Winter Average 
Study Area AM 19% 28% 25% 24% 
Study Area PM 16% 16% 16% 16% 
NBPDP AM 43% 48% 53% 48% 
NBPDP PM  28% 47% 35% 37% 







Average Absolute Percentage 
Difference by Tuesday/Thursday 
Factors Thursday Tuesday
Study Area 
AM 27% 22% 
Study Area 
PM 17% 15% 
NBPDP AM  48% 49% 
NBPDP PM  37% 37% 
























































15thWestJefferson 798 867 740 9% 7%
AlderNorth27th 702 961 820 37% 17%
AmazonPathNorth24th 1023 1782 1508 74% 47%
DEastPioneerPkwyPath 75 69 69 8% 8%
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge 566 591 500 4% 12%
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture 207 227 167 10% 19%
EastbankSouthOwossoBr 488 336 247 31% 49%
EWEBPathEast5th 76 136 100 79% 32%
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy 47 82 60 74% 28%
FernRidgeEastDanebo 178 236 200 33% 12%
FirEastRiverRd 319 231 231 28% 28%
FriendlySouth18th 217 266 227 23% 5%
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 95 200 147 111% 55%
GatewayStreetEastI5 42 39 33 7% 21%
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy 149 148 127 1% 15%
GWestMohawk 112 108 108 4% 4%
HarlowEastI5 55 62 53 13% 4%
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge 372 518 438 39% 18%
HighNorth13th 299 523 447 75% 49%
HighSouth4th 718 762 762 6% 6%





NorthbankEastKnickerbocker 596 555 469 7% 21%
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr 509 418 307 18% 40%
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy 338 191 162 43% 52%
PearlSouth19th 119 86 73 28% 39%
PioneerPkwySouthQ 190 136 100 28% 47%
RichardsonBridge 427 582 492 36% 15%
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr 1098 1009 740 8% 33%
ThurstonEast58th 44 117 100 166% 127%
UniversityNorth24th 220 215 215 2% 2%


























15thWestJefferson 798 1022 979 28% 23%
AlderNorth27th 702 813 779 16% 11%
AmazonPathNorth24th 1023 1043 1043 2% 2%
DEastPioneerPkwyPath 75 113 100 51% 33%
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge 566 595 595 5% 5%
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture 207 329 276 59% 33%
EastbankSouthOwossoBr 488 676 568 39% 16%
EWEBPathEast5th 76 67 56 12% 26%
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy 47 57 48 21% 2%
FernRidgeEastDanebo 178 205 205 15% 15%
FirEastRiverRd 319 356 316 12% 1%
FriendlySouth18th 217 280 268 29% 24%
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 95 129 108 36% 14%
GatewayStreetEastI5 42 12 12 71% 71%
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy 149 154 147 3% 1%
GWestMohawk 112 95 84 15% 25%
HarlowEastI5 55 49 47 11% 15%





HighNorth13th 299 278 265 7% 11%
HighSouth4th 718 713 632 1% 12%
MonroeSouth8th 478 484 463 1% 3%
NorthbankEastKnickerbocker 596 662 662 11% 11%
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr 509 729 612 43% 20%
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy 338 376 376 11% 11%
PearlSouth19th 119 130 124 9% 4%
PioneerPkwySouthQ 190 176 148 7% 22%
RichardsonBridge 427 481 481 13% 13%
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr 1098 1348 1132 23% 3%
ThurstonEast58th 44 31 29 30% 34%
UniversityNorth24th 220 273 242 24% 10%

























15thWestJefferson 798 1166 1166 46% 46%
AlderNorth27th 702 1292 1292 84% 84%
AmazonPathNorth24th 1023 2058 2058 101% 101%
DEastPioneerPkwyPath 75 94 95 25% 26%
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge 566 682 683 20% 21%
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture 207 262 263 27% 27%
EastbankSouthOwossoBr 488 388 389 20% 20%
EWEBPathEast5th 76 158 158 108% 107%
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy 47 94 95 100% 101%
FernRidgeEastDanebo 178 273 273 53% 53%
FirEastRiverRd 319 315 315 1% 1%
FriendlySouth18th 217 357 357 65% 65%
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 95 231 231 143% 143%
GatewayStreetEastI5 42 52 53 24% 25%
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy 149 200 200 34% 34%
GWestMohawk 112 147 147 31% 31%
HarlowEastI5 55 84 84 53% 53%
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge 372 598 599 61% 61%
HighNorth13th 299 704 704 135% 135%
HighSouth4th 718 1040 1040 45% 45%





NorthbankEastKnickerbocker 596 640 641 7% 7%
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr 509 483 483 5% 5%
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy 338 220 221 35% 35%
PearlSouth19th 119 116 116 3% 3%
PioneerPkwySouthQ 190 158 158 17% 17%
RichardsonBridge 427 672 672 57% 57%
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr 1098 1166 1166 6% 6%
ThurstonEast58th 44 158 158 259% 258%
UniversityNorth24th 220 294 294 34% 34%

























15thWestJefferson 798 1302 1302 63% 63%
AlderNorth27th 702 1036 1036 48% 48%
AmazonPathNorth24th 1023 1533 1533 50% 50%
DEastPioneerPkwyPath 75 133 133 77% 78%
DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge 566 875 875 55% 55%
DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture 207 483 483 133% 133%
EastbankSouthOwossoBr 488 994 994 104% 104%
EWEBPathEast5th 76 98 98 29% 28%
EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy 47 84 84 79% 79%
FernRidgeEastDanebo 178 301 301 69% 69%
FirEastRiverRd 319 420 420 32% 32%
FriendlySouth18th 217 357 357 65% 65%
GatewayBPBridgeEastI5 95 189 189 99% 99%
GatewayStreetEastI5 42 14 14 67% 68%
GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy 149 175 175 17% 18%
GWestMohawk 112 112 112 0% 0%
HarlowEastI5 55 56 56 2% 1%
HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge 372 595 595 60% 60%
HighNorth13th 299 315 315 5% 5%
HighSouth4th 718 840 840 17% 17%





NorthbankEastKnickerbocker 596 973 973 63% 63%
NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr 509 1071 1071 110% 110%
NorthbankWestDeltaHwy 338 553 553 64% 64%
PearlSouth19th 119 147 147 24% 24%
PioneerPkwySouthQ 190 259 259 36% 37%
RichardsonBridge 427 707 707 66% 65%
SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr 1098 1981 1981 80% 80%
ThurstonEast58th 44 35 35 20% 21%
UniversityNorth24th 220 322 322 46% 47%














Comparison of Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 
Average Absolute Percentage Difference  
Factors Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
Study Area AM 34% 29% 
Study Area PM 20% 16% 
NBPDP AM  52% 52% 















































































































































FrohnmayerSouthRiver 1686 1691 0%





FrohnmayerSouthRiver 2478 1691 47%



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































      #Each facility type 
      for(type in c("All","Path","Lane","Blvd","NoFacility")){ 
         
        if(type == "Blvd" && city == "Springfield"){ 
        } else { 
         
          #Use factors to estimate data held out 
          #================================================ 
          #Determine data to predict using factors 
          LocationsToPredict.. <‐ 
TempHourly..[TempHourly..$Season==SeasonToAnalyze,] 
           
          #Use factors to estimate data held out 
          #================================================ 
          #Do AM 
          #‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
          #Determine data to predict using factors 
          #Create dim names for matrix 
          DM3 <‐ unique(LocationsToPredict..$Location) 
           
          #Create matrix 
          AmResultsComparison.. <‐ matrix(0,nrow = length(DM3),ncol = 4,  
            dimnames = 
list(DM3,c("Directional","LocalTotal","NBPD","Actual"))) 
             
          #Add actual column 
          AmResultsComparison..[,"Actual"] <‐ 
rowSums(LocationsToPredict..[1:24])[LocationsToPredict..$Direction == "Total"] 
           
          #for(clcp in rownames(LocationsToPredict..)){ 
          for(clcp in DM3){ 
             
            #Calculate Local Estimate 
            #‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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            #Grab data for direction and location 
            DataTotal. <‐ LocationsToPredict..[LocationsToPredict..$Direction 
== "Total" & LocationsToPredict..$Location == clcp,][1:24] 
            #2 hours 
            AmPeakHours. <‐ 8:9 
             
            #Determine is location is oneway 
            IsOneway <‐ 
CountLocationInformation..$IsOneway[CountLocationInformation..$Location%in%clcp] 
             
            #Do if data exists 
            if(length(rownames(DataTotal. )) != 0) { 
              #Determine PM "sample" 
              AmSample. <‐  DataTotal.[AmPeakHours.]  
              #Grab location 
              Location <‐ unlist(strsplit(clcp,split="‐"))[4] 
              Location <‐ clcp 
              #To estimate using Total factors 
              #+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++       
              #DirectionalAverage. <‐ FinalTotalAvg.  
              DirectionalAverage. <‐ Factors_[[type]][["Total"]] 
              #Determine aggregate AM percentage  
              AMPercentage.dr <‐ sum(DirectionalAverage.[AmPeakHours.]) 
              #Calculate value of single percentage 1% = x) 
              Xpct <‐ sum(AmSample.) / (AMPercentage.dr  * 100) 
              #Multiply by directional average percentages to estimate 
"sample" data 
              LocalSum <‐ round(sum( Xpct * 100),0)     
              #Store Local results 
              AmResultsComparison..[clcp,"LocalTotal"] <‐ LocalSum 
                             
              #To estimate using Inbound factors 
              #+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++       
              #Determine Inbound direction  
              InboundDirection <‐ 
CountLocationInformation..$Inbound[CountLocationInformation..$Location%in%clcp] 
              #Assign oneway 
              names(InboundDirection) <‐ 
CountLocationInformation..$OnewayDirection[CountLocationInformation..$Location%in
%clcp] 
               
              #Select inbound data 
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              DataInbound. <‐ 
LocationsToPredict..[LocationsToPredict..$Inbound == TRUE & 
LocationsToPredict..$Location == clcp,][1:24] 
              DirectionalAverage. <‐ Factors_[[type]][["Inbound"]] 
              AmSample. <‐  sum(DataInbound.[AmPeakHours.]   ) 
              #Determine aggregate APM percentage  
              AMPercentage.dr <‐ sum(DirectionalAverage.[AmPeakHours.]) 
              #Multiply by directional average percentages to estimate 
"sample" data 
              InboundSum <‐ round(AmSample. / AMPercentage.dr,0) 
               
              #To estimate using Outbound factors 
              #+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++       
              #Determine Inbound direction  
              OutboundDirection <‐ 
CountLocationInformation..$Outbound[CountLocationInformation..$Location%in%clcp] 
              #Assign oneway 




              #Select inbound data 
              DataOutbound. <‐ 
LocationsToPredict..[LocationsToPredict..$Outbound == TRUE & 
LocationsToPredict..$Location == clcp,][1:24] 
              DirectionalAverage. <‐ Factors_[[type]][["Outbound"]] 
              AmSample. <‐ sum(DataOutbound.[AmPeakHours.] ) 
              #Determine aggregate AM percentage  
              AMPercentage.dr <‐ sum(DirectionalAverage.[AmPeakHours.]) 
              #Multiply by directional average percentages to estimate 
"sample" data 
              OutboundSum <‐ round(AmSample. / AMPercentage.dr,0) 
                             
              #Store Directional Results 
              #Consider if location is oneway ‐ only count one direction 
              if(IsOneway){ 
                if(InboundDirection  == names(InboundDirection )){ 
                  AmResultsComparison..[clcp,"Directional"] <‐ 
InboundSum 
                } 
                if(OutboundDirection  == names(OutboundDirection )){ 
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                  AmResultsComparison..[clcp,"Directional"] <‐ 
OutboundSum 
                }  
                 
              } else { 
                #Store both directions if not a oneway 
                AmResultsComparison..[clcp,"Directional"] <‐ InboundSum 
+ OutboundSum 
              } 
               
              #Calculate NBPD estimate 
              #‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
              AmSample. <‐  DataTotal.[AmPeakHours.]  
              #2 hours 
              AMPercentage.dr <‐ .10                       
              #Calculate value of singe percentage 1% = x) 
              Xpct <‐ sum(AmSample.) / (AMPercentage.dr  * 100) 
              #Multiply by directional average percentages to estimate 
"sample" data 
              NBPDSum <‐ round(sum( Xpct * 100) * 1.05,0)          
   
              #Store Local results 
              AmResultsComparison..[clcp,"NBPD"] <‐ NBPDSum 
             
            }   
          } 
           
          #Convert to dataframe 
          AmResultsFinal.. <‐ as.data.frame(AmResultsComparison..) 
          AmResultsFinal..$Location <‐  rownames(AmResultsFinal..) 
          #Remove long rownames 
          rownames(AmResultsFinal..) <‐ 1:length(rownames(AmResultsFinal..)) 
          #Add season 
          AmResultsFinal..$Season <‐ SeasonToAnalyze 
          #Add facility type 
          AmResultsFinal..$Type <‐ 
CountLocationInformation..$Type[match(AmResultsFinal..$Location,CountLocationInfor
mation..$Location)] 
           
           
          #Use factors to estimate data held out 
          #================================================ 
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          #Do PM 
          #‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
          #Determine data to predict using factors 
          #Create dim names for matrix 
          DM3 <‐ unique(LocationsToPredict..$Location) 
           
          #Create matrix 
          PmResultsComparison.. <‐ matrix(0,nrow = length(DM3),ncol = 4,  
            dimnames = 
list(DM3,c("Directional","LocalTotal","NBPD","Actual"))) 
             
          #Add actual column 
          PmResultsComparison..[,"Actual"] <‐ 
rowSums(LocationsToPredict..[1:24])[LocationsToPredict..$Direction == "Total"] 
           
          #for(clcp in rownames(LocationsToPredict..)){ 
          for(clcp in DM3){ 
             
            #Calculate Local Estimate 
            #‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
            #Grab data for direction and location 
            DataTotal. <‐ LocationsToPredict..[LocationsToPredict..$Direction 
== "Total" & LocationsToPredict..$Location == clcp,][1:24] 
            #2 hours 
            PmPeakHours. <‐ 17:18 
             
            #Determine is location is oneway 
            IsOneway <‐ 
CountLocationInformation..$IsOneway[CountLocationInformation..$Location%in%clcp] 
             
            #Do if data exists 
            if(length(rownames(DataTotal. )) != 0) { 
              #Determine PM "sample" 
              PmSample. <‐  DataTotal.[PmPeakHours.]  
              #Grab location 
              Location <‐ clcp 
              #To estimate using Total factors 
              #+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++       
              #DirectionalAverage. <‐ FinalTotalAvg.  
              DirectionalAverage. <‐ Factors_[[type]][["Total"]] 
              #Determine aggregate AM percentage  
              PMPercentage.dr <‐ sum(DirectionalAverage.[PmPeakHours.]) 
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              #Calculate value of single percentage 1% = x) 
              Xpct <‐ sum(PmSample.) / (PMPercentage.dr  * 100) 
              #Multiply by directional average percentages to estimate 
"sample" data 
              LocalSum <‐ round(sum( Xpct * 100),0)     
              #Store Local results 
              PmResultsComparison..[clcp,"LocalTotal"] <‐ LocalSum 
                             
              #To estimate using Inbound factors 
              #+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++       
              #Determine Inbound direction  
              InboundDirection <‐ 
CountLocationInformation..$Inbound[CountLocationInformation..$Location%in%clcp] 
              #Assign oneway 
              names(InboundDirection) <‐ 
CountLocationInformation..$OnewayDirection[CountLocationInformation..$Location%in
%clcp] 
               
              #Select inbound data 
              DataInbound. <‐ 
LocationsToPredict..[LocationsToPredict..$Inbound == TRUE & 
LocationsToPredict..$Location == clcp,][1:24] 
              DirectionalAverage. <‐ Factors_[[type]][["Inbound"]] 
              PmSample. <‐  sum(DataInbound.[PmPeakHours.]   ) 
              #Determine aggregate APM percentage  
              PMPercentage.dr <‐ sum(DirectionalAverage.[PmPeakHours.]) 
              #Multiply by directional average percentages to estimate 
"sample" data 
              InboundSum <‐ round(PmSample. / PMPercentage.dr,0) 
               
              #To estimate using Outbound factors 
              #+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++       
              #Determine Inbound direction  
              OutboundDirection <‐ 
CountLocationInformation..$Outbound[CountLocationInformation..$Location%in%clcp] 
              #Assign oneway 




              #Select outbound data 
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              DataOutbound. <‐ 
LocationsToPredict..[LocationsToPredict..$Outbound == TRUE & 
LocationsToPredict..$Location == clcp,][1:24] 
              DirectionalAverage. <‐ Factors_[[type]][["Outbound"]] 
              PmSample. <‐ sum(DataOutbound.[PmPeakHours.] ) 
              #Determine aggregate AM percentage  
              PMPercentage.dr <‐ sum(DirectionalAverage.[PmPeakHours.]) 
              #Multiply by directional average percentages to estimate 
"sample" data 
              OutboundSum <‐ round(PmSample. / PMPercentage.dr,0) 
               
               
              #Store Directional Results 
              #Consider if location is oneway ‐ only count one direction 
              if(IsOneway){ 
                if(InboundDirection  == names(InboundDirection )){ 
                  PmResultsComparison..[clcp,"Directional"] <‐ 
InboundSum 
                } 
                if(OutboundDirection  == names(OutboundDirection )){ 
                  PmResultsComparison..[clcp,"Directional"] <‐ 
OutboundSum 
                }  
                 
              } else { 
                #Store both directions if not a oneway 
                PmResultsComparison..[clcp,"Directional"] <‐ InboundSum 
+ OutboundSum 
              } 
               
              #Calculate NBPD estimate 
              #‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
              #Determine PM "sample" 
              PmSample. <‐  DataTotal.[PmPeakHours.]  
              #2 hours 
              PMPercentage.dr <‐ .15 
              #Calculate value of singe percentage 1% = x) 
              Xpct <‐ sum(PmSample.) / (PMPercentage.dr  * 100) 
              #Multiply by directional average percentages to estimate 
"sample" data 
              NBPDSum <‐ round(sum( Xpct * 100) * 1.05,0)  
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              #Store Local results 
              PmResultsComparison..[clcp,"NBPD"] <‐ NBPDSum 
           
            }   
          } 
           
           
          #Convert to dataframe 
          PmResultsFinal.. <‐ as.data.frame(PmResultsComparison..) 
          PmResultsFinal..$Location <‐  rownames(PmResultsFinal..) 
          #Remove long rownames 
          rownames(PmResultsFinal..) <‐ 1:length(rownames(PmResultsFinal..)) 
          #Add season 
          PmResultsFinal..$Season <‐ SeasonToAnalyze 
          #Add facility type 
          PmResultsFinal..$Type <‐ 
CountLocationInformation..$Type[match(PmResultsFinal..$Location,CountLocationInfor
mation..$Location)] 
         
          #Select locations to check results 
          #Never counted in Estimation data 
          if(city == "Eugene"){ 
            ToPlot. <‐ 
c("15thWestJefferson","AlderNorth27th","AmazonPathNorth24th", 
              
"DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge","DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture","FernRidgeEastDaneb
o","FernRidgeEastSeneca","FernRidgeSouthWestMoeBr", 
              "FirEastRiverRd" 
,"FriendlySouth18th","HighNorth13th","HighSouth4th","MonroeSouth8th", 
              "NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr", 
"NorthbankSouthOwossaBr","NorthbankWestDeltaHwy/","NorthbankEastKnickerbocker
", 
              "PearlSouth19th", 
"SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr","UniversityNorth24th/", "WillametteNorth15th") 
               
 
          } 
          if(city == "Springfield"){ 
            #Springfield 




         
  "GWestMohawk","GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy","GatewayBPBridgeEastI5","Gateway
StreetEastI5" ,"HarlowEastI5","PioneerPkwySouthQ","ThurstonEast58th") 
          } 
 
          if(city == "BothJurisdictions"){ 
            ToPlot. <‐ 
c("15thWestJefferson","AlderNorth27th","AmazonPathNorth24th", 
               
"DefazioSouthRiverEastBridge","DeltaBPBridgeEastGoodPasture","FernRidgeEastDaneb
o","RichardsonBridge","HeronBridgeSouthFernRidge", 
              "FirEastRiverRd" 
,"FriendlySouth18th","GoodpastureEastDeltaHwy","GWestMohawk","HighNorth13th","
HighSouth4th","MonroeSouth8th", 
              "NorthbankSouthGreenwayBr", 
"EastbankSouthOwossoBr","NorthbankWestDeltaHwy","NorthbankEastKnickerbocker", 
              "PearlSouth19th", 
"SouthbankSouthGreenwayBr","UniversityNorth24th", "WillametteNorth15th", 
              
"32ndSouthOregon","EWEBPathEast5th","EWEBPathEastPioneerPkwy","DEastPioneerP
kwyPath", 
            "GatewayBPBridgeEastI5","GatewayStreetEastI5" 
,"HarlowEastI5","PioneerPkwySouthQ","ThurstonEast58th") 
          } 
           
          #Select location of interest 
          AmResultsFinalPlot.. <‐ 
AmResultsFinal..[AmResultsFinal..$Location%in%ToPlot.,] 
          PmResultsFinalPlot.. <‐ 
PmResultsFinal..[PmResultsFinal..$Location%in%ToPlot.,] 
         
          #Select facility type 
          if(type != "All"){ 
            AmResultsFinalPlot.. <‐ 
AmResultsFinalPlot..[AmResultsFinalPlot..$Type == type,] 
            PmResultsFinalPlot.. <‐ 
PmResultsFinalPlot..[PmResultsFinalPlot..$Type == type,] 
          } 
 
         
          # #Create table for output   
          #‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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          AmResultsFinalPlot..$Period <‐ "AM" 
          PmResultsFinalPlot..$Period <‐ "PM" 
         
           
           
          Result_[[city]][[type]] <‐ rbind( AmResultsFinalPlot.., 
PmResultsFinalPlot..) 
          #Result2_[[city]][[type]] <‐ list(colMeans(AmResultsFinalPlot..[,8:10]),
  colMeans(PmResultsFinalPlot..[,8:10]), 
          #
  colMeans(AmResultsFinalPlot..[,11:13]),colMeans(PmResultsFinalPlot..[,11:13])) 
           
 
          #write.csv(Result.., file = 
paste("SummaryTables/FactorResults/",type,"_HourExtrapolationResultsByType_",city,"
.csv",sep="")) 
         
           
        #Springfield if loop 
        } 
         
      #Facility type loop  

























       
      #Select only columns of interest 




      #Add city 
      #TempResults..$City <‐ cities 
       
      #Add to master results dataframe 
















      if(period == "AM"){ 
        Period <‐ round(sum(Factors_[[type]][["Total"]][8:9]),2) 
        names(Period) <‐ type 
        Period. <‐ c(Period.,Period) 
      } 
      if(period == "PM"){ 
        Period <‐ round(sum(Factors_[[type]][["Total"]][17:18]),2) 
        names(Period) <‐ type 
        Period. <‐ c(Period.,Period) 
      } 





































      Obs_ <‐ list() 
      Est_ <‐ list() 
      for(tl in TestLocations. ){ 
        ### 
        Obs <‐ ResultsFormatted..$Actual[(ResultsFormatted..$Location == tl & 
ResultsFormatted..$Period == period)] 
        Est <‐ ResultsFormatted..[,result][ResultsFormatted..$Location == tl & 
ResultsFormatted..$Period == period] 
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        #Determine symbol for plot 
        #BikeFac <‐ CountLocationInformation..$FactorGroup[match(tl, 
CountLocationInformation..$Location)] 
        BikeFac <‐ CountLocationInformation..$Type[match(tl, 
CountLocationInformation..$Location)] 
        if(BikeFac == "Path"){Pch <‐ 5} 
        if(BikeFac == "Lane"){Pch <‐ 10} 
        if(BikeFac == "Blvd"){Pch <‐ 18} 
        if(BikeFac == "NoFacility"){Pch <‐ 8} 
             
        #Plot is available 
        if(!(is.na(Obs))){ 
          plot(Obs~Est, main = paste("Results for",result, period, sep=" "),xlim = 
Xlim, ylim = Ylim, pch = Pch, col = "black") 
          par(new = TRUE)     
          #Store 
          Obs_[[tl]] <‐ Obs 
          Est_[[tl]] <‐ Est 
        }         
      }     
   




















































      paste(names(MeanAbsDiff.Fg[2]),MeanAbsDiff.Fg[2],sep="‐
"),paste(names(MeanAbsDiff.Fg[3]),MeanAbsDiff.Fg[3],sep="‐"), 









































































      #Establish day 
      Weekday <‐  TempTestData..$Weekday[TempTestData..$Date%in%day] 
      #Establish season 
      season <‐ TempTestData..$Season[TempTestData..$Date%in%day] 
      #Do Am  
      ObservedCount <‐ 
sum(TempTestData..[TempTestData..$Date%in%day,][1:24])  
      #Store result 









































      #Local Total 
      #++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
      #Establish day 
      Weekday <‐  TempTestData..$Weekday[TempTestData..$Date%in%day] 
      #Establish season 
      season <‐ TempTestData..$Season[TempTestData..$Date%in%day] 
      #Raw 
      #Do Am  
      AmResult <‐ 
round(sum(TempTestData..[TempTestData..$Date%in%day,][8:9]) / 
TotalAmFactors.[type],0) 
       
      AmTotalResults..DayClSe[tl,season,Weekday] <‐ AmResult 
      #Do Pm 
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      PmTotalResults..DayClSe[tl,season,Weekday] <‐ PmResult       
     
























      for(season in c("Summer","Fall","Winter")){ 
        for(weekday in c("Tuesday","Thursday")){ 
           
          #Determine symbol for plot 
          BikeFac <‐ CountLocationInformation..$FactorGroup[match(tl, 
CountLocationInformation..$Location)] 
          if(BikeFac == "Path‐Rec"){Pch <‐ 5} 
          if(BikeFac == "Path‐Commute"){Pch <‐ 25} 
          if(BikeFac == "Lane"){Pch <‐ 12} 
          if(BikeFac == "Blvd"){Pch <‐ 13} 
          if(BikeFac == "NoFacilities"){Pch <‐ 8} 
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          #Tuesday 
          if(weekday == "Tuesday"){ 
            #Grab observed and estimated data 
            Obs <‐ ObservedCounts..DayClSe[tl,season,"Tuesday"] 
            Est <‐ Data..[tl,season,"Tuesday"] 
            if(!(is.na(Obs))){ 
              #Store 
              Obs_[[paste(tl,season,weekday,sep="‐")]] <‐ Obs 
              Est_[[paste(tl,season,weekday,sep="‐")]] <‐ Est   
            } 
          } 
           
          #Thursday 
          if(weekday == "Thursday"){         
            Obs <‐ ObservedCounts..DayClSe[tl,season,"Thursday"] 
            Est <‐ Data..[tl,season,"Thursday"] 
            #Grab observed and estimated data  #Plot is available 
            if(!(is.na(Obs))){ 
   
              #Store 
              Obs_[[paste(tl,season,weekday,sep="‐")]] <‐ Obs 
              Est_[[paste(tl,season,weekday,sep="‐")]] <‐ Est 
             
            } 
          }           
        } 







































      if(any(MeanAbsDiff.Fg < .30)){ 
        ToSave <‐ MeanAbsDiff.Fg[MeanAbsDiff.Fg < .30] 
        Result2_[[paste(as.character(samplefactor),result,sep="‐")]] <‐ ToSave 



































































      #Establish day 
      Weekday <‐  TempTestData..$Weekday[TempTestData..$Date%in%day] 
      #Establish season 
      season <‐ TempTestData..$Season[TempTestData..$Date%in%day] 
      #Do Am  
      ObservedCount <‐ 
sum(TempTestData..[TempTestData..$Date%in%day,][1:24])  
      #Store result 









































      #Local Total 
      #++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
      #Establish day 
      Weekday <‐  TempTestData..$Weekday[TempTestData..$Date%in%day] 
      #Establish season 
      season <‐ TempTestData..$Season[TempTestData..$Date%in%day] 
      #Raw 
      #Do Am  
      AmResult <‐ 
round(sum(TempTestData..[TempTestData..$Date%in%day,][8:9]) / 
TotalAmFactors.[type],0) 
      if(is.na(AmResult)){ 
        AmResult <‐ 
round(sum(TempTestData..[TempTestData..$Date%in%day,][8:9]) / 
mean(TotalAmFactors.),0) 
      } 
      AmTotalResults..DayClSe[tl,season,Weekday] <‐ AmResult 
      #Do Pm 
      PmResult <‐ 
round(sum(TempTestData..[TempTestData..$Date%in%day,][17:18]) / 
TotalPmFactors.[type],0) 
      if(is.na(PmResult)){ 
        PmResult <‐ 
round(sum(TempTestData..[TempTestData..$Date%in%day,][17:18]) / 
mean(TotalPmFactors.),0) 
      } 
      PmTotalResults..DayClSe[tl,season,Weekday] <‐ PmResult       
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      #NBPDP 
      #++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
      #Local Total 
      #++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
      #Establish day 
      Weekday <‐  TempTestData..$Weekday[TempTestData..$Date%in%day] 
      #Establish season 
      season <‐ TempTestData..$Season[TempTestData..$Date%in%day] 
      #Do Am  
      AmResult <‐ 
round(sum(TempTestData..[TempTestData..$Date%in%day,][8:9]) / 
NBPDPAmFactors.[type],0) 
      if(is.na(AmResult)){ 
        AmResult <‐ 
round(sum(TempTestData..[TempTestData..$Date%in%day,][8:9]) / 
mean(NBPDPAmFactors.),0) 
      } 
      #Add NBPDP multiplier 
      AmResult <‐ AmResult * 1.05 
      AmNBPDPResults..DayClSe[tl,season,Weekday] <‐ AmResult 
      #Do Pm 
      PmResult <‐ 
round(sum(TempTestData..[TempTestData..$Date%in%day,][17:18]) / 
NBPDPPmFactors.[type],0) 
      if(is.na(PmResult)){ 
        PmResult <‐ 
round(sum(TempTestData..[TempTestData..$Date%in%day,][17:18]) / 
mean(NBPDPPmFactors.),0) 
      } 
      PmResult <‐ PmResult * 1.05 
      PmNBPDPResults..DayClSe[tl,season,Weekday] <‐ PmResult         
     


































      for(season in c("Summer","Fall","Winter")){ 
        for(weekday in c("Tuesday","Thursday")){ 
           
          #Determine symbol for plot 
          BikeFac <‐ CountLocationInformation..$FactorGroup[match(tl, 
CountLocationInformation..$Location)] 
          if(BikeFac == "Path‐Rec"){Pch <‐ 5} 
          if(BikeFac == "Path‐Commute"){Pch <‐ 25} 
          if(BikeFac == "Lane"){Pch <‐ 12} 
          if(BikeFac == "Blvd"){Pch <‐ 13} 
          if(BikeFac == "NoFacilities"){Pch <‐ 8} 
           
          #Tuesday 
          if(weekday == "Tuesday"){ 
            #Grab observed and estimated data 
            Obs <‐ ObservedCounts..DayClSe[tl,season,"Tuesday"] 
            Est <‐ Data..[tl,season,"Tuesday"] 
            if(!(is.na(Obs))){ 
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              plot(Obs~Est, xlim = Xlim, ylim = Ylim, pch = Pch, col = "black", 
main = "") 
              par(new = TRUE)     
              #Store 
              Obs_[[paste(tl,season,weekday,sep="‐")]] <‐ Obs 
              Est_[[paste(tl,season,weekday,sep="‐")]] <‐ Est   
            } 
          } 
           
          #Thursday 
          if(weekday == "Thursday"){         
            Obs <‐ ObservedCounts..DayClSe[tl,season,"Thursday"] 
            Est <‐ Data..[tl,season,"Thursday"] 
            #Grab observed and estimated data  #Plot is available 
            if(!(is.na(Obs))){ 
              plot(Obs~Est, xlim = Xlim, ylim = Ylim, pch = Pch, col = "black", 
main = result) 
              par(new = TRUE)     
              #Store 
              Obs_[[paste(tl,season,weekday,sep="‐")]] <‐ Obs 
              Est_[[paste(tl,season,weekday,sep="‐")]] <‐ Est 
             
            } 
          }           
        } 



















































      paste(names(MeanAbsDiff.Fg[2]),MeanAbsDiff.Fg[2],sep="‐
"),paste(names(MeanAbsDiff.Fg[3]),MeanAbsDiff.Fg[3],sep="‐"), 
      paste(names(MeanAbsDiff.Fg[4]),MeanAbsDiff.Fg[4],sep="‐
"),paste(names(MeanAbsDiff.Fg[5]),MeanAbsDiff.Fg[5],sep="‐")),cex = .9) 
     
     
    #Add legend 3 
    if(result == "Am Study Area"){AmTotalFactors. <‐ TotalAmFactors.} 
    if(result == "Pm Study Area"){AmTotalFactors. <‐ TotalPmFactors.} 
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    if(result == "Am NBPDP"){AmTotalFactors. <‐ NBPDPAmFactors.} 
    if(result == "Pm NBPDP"){AmTotalFactors. <‐ NBPDPPmFactors.} 
    AmTotalFactors.<‐ 
paste(names(AmTotalFactors.),round(AmTotalFactors.,2),sep="‐") 
    AmNBPDPFactors. <‐ NBPDPAmFactors.  
    AmNBPDPFactors.<‐ paste(names(AmNBPDPFactors.),AmNBPDPFactors.,sep="‐") 
    #legend("bottomright", legend = c("Factors","Local",AmTotalFactors.)) 
    legend(3150,2000, legend = c("Factors","Local",AmTotalFactors.)) 
     
    #Add legend 4 
    legend("bottomright",title = "Legend", legend = c("Path‐Rec","Path‐
Commute","Lane","Blvd","NoFacilities"), 
    pch = c(5,25,12,13,8), cex = .8) 
    par(xpd = FALSE) 
     
  #End result loop 
  } 
  #Close pdf    
  dev.off() 
